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Abstract 
China is the fastest urbanizing area in the world. Nowadays, increasingly complex urban systems not only create more 
socioeconomic output (such as GDP), but also bring more infrastructural costs, which intensifies the contradiction between large 
populations and relatively scarce resources. Thus, urban research has to focus on urban efficiency toward efficient, inclusive, and 
sustainable urbanization instead of urban size. Aiming at “land” in man-land relationship, urban size research mainly explores 
location factors. However, proposed by Michael Batty, social interaction is the driving force for urban efficiency, stressing on 
“man” in man-land relationship. Recently, our increasing ability to collect and share data on many aspects of urban life has begun 
to supply us with better clues to the properties of cities. Human activity can be effectively reflected using night-time light imageries. 
Making use of Suomi-NPP night-time light data, the Night Light Urban Efficiency Index (NLUEI) was proposed to quantitatively 
evaluate the urban efficiency, then this index was applied to 282 cities in China to calculate their urban efficiency. Results showed 
that 60.5% of these cities obtained the same result via NLUEI and social-tie density model from MIT. Compared to “2013 urban 
competitiveness blue book” published by CASS (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences), seven cities in top ten cities published by 
CASS also emerged in top ten cities according to NLUEI, and other three cities were all energy cities with low NLUEI. It is 
demonstrated that (1) NLUEI is a straightforward and objective index for evaluating the urban efficiency and (2) NLUEI works 
well in China and has great potential in urban management. 
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1. Introduction 
A larger percentage of people live in cities than at any point in human society [1], while China is the fastest 
urbanizing area in the world. According to UN forecasts, global population will increase to over 8 billion by 2025, 
with much of this anticipated population growth expected in urban areas. In China, the percentage of Chinese living 
in urban areas increased from 18% to over 50% since the late 1970s [2], as much as 53.73% by 2013. 
The increasing urbanization in China presents both opportunities and challenges [3] toward future scenarios of 
sustainable development. Increasingly complex urban systems not only create more socioeconomic output (such as 
GDP), but also bring more infrastructural costs, which intensifies the contradiction between large populations and 
relatively scarce resources. As for China, there is the necessity for a sustainability transition toward a stable total 
human population, together with a rise in living standards and the establishment of long-term balances between human 
development needs and the planet’s environmental limits [6]. Thus, China's urbanization must be transformed from 
urban expansion period to smart growth period, accordingly, urban research has to focus on urban efficiency toward 
efficient, inclusive, and sustainable urbanization instead of urban size. Thus, a major challenge worldwide is to build 
the quantitative measures of urban efficiency capturing the balance between socioeconomic outputs and infrastructural 
costs scientifically and providing appropriate information and decision-making support for urbanization. 
Recently, the development of the Quantitative Urbanism [5] and our increasing ability to collect and share data on 
many aspects of urban life [4] have begun to supply us with better clues to the properties of cities. To evaluate urban 
efficiency quantitatively and scientifically, a straightforward and objective index, termed as the Night Light Urban 
Efficiency Index (NLUEI), was proposed making use of mainly Suomi-NPP night-time light data and statistical 
yearbook data, moreover, conformation of this index was observed of 282 cities at different levels of development in 
China in 2012 and the results were compared with the social-tie density model from MIT [7] and the “urban 
competitiveness blue book” published by CASS (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)[8], from which it is concluded 
that (1) NLUEI is a straightforward and objective index for evaluating the urban efficiency and (2) NLUEI works well 
in China and has great potential in urban management. 
The contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, a major contribution of this paper lies in proposing the key 
question in China’s urbanization should shift from “how we can make our cities more urbanized” to “how we can 
make cities more efficiency?”, which focus on the urban efficiency considering balance between socioeconomic 
outputs and infrastructural costs. Secondly, different from aiming at “land” in man-land relationship before, our 
research view stresses on “man” in man-land relationship. Furthermore, instead of analyzing population distribution 
as a direct proxy of urbanization in China, we takes literally the idea that interactions and information exchange on 
social networks are often the driving force for idea-creation and productivity [7]. Based on this speculation, we further 
conjecture that the quantitative evaluation of social interaction should be a direct proxy of urbanization instead of the 
former population distribution. Thirdly, based on the Quantitative Urbanism, the Night Light Urban Efficiency Index 
(NLUEI) is proposed, and this index is simple, objective and easy to use. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. The research starts in section 2 with notion of urban efficiency and 
quantitative measures of urban efficiency, termed as the Night Light Urban Efficiency Index (NLUEI). Furthermore, 
we introduce the methodology to obtain the natural city area reflected the social interaction, as a direct proxy of 
socioeconomic outputs in NLUEI, making use of Suomi-NPP night-time light data. This index was further in section 
3 applied to 282 cities in China in 2012 to calculate their urban efficiency and the results were compared with the 
social-tie density model from MIT [7] and the “urban competitiveness blue book” published by CASS [8] in section 
4. Finally, the paper draws a conclusion and points to the future work. 
2. Methodology 
2.1. Measures of Urban Efficiency 
We live in an age of cities [9].By the end of this century, it is likely that most of the world’s population will be 
living in one type of city or another, as urbanization and globalization become norm. This fast urbanization appears 
to promote large production and innovation, and is related with higher levels of per capita income and creativity 
[10][11][12]. However, an issue that has received less attention in the literature (exceptions are [4] and [6]) is that the 
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fast urbanized world also becomes huge consumers of resources. Thus the important term, urban efficiency, 
demonstrating the balance between socioeconomic outputs and infrastructural costs should be proposed and appeal 
more attention. 
Urban efficiency is usually defined in terms of travel patterns, infrastructure and energy use, and social and 
environmental costs including water use, congestion costs and the costs of sprawl 12. Societies which consume less 
land for urban purposes use roads less, infrastructure more efficiently and can transfer more investment to productive 
sources. Better urban design reduces social costs by increasing social cohesion. Cities function less efficiently as they 
expand and reduce their average population density, which termed as urban sprawl.  
Recently, there have been many attempts at fashioning a science of cities, especially the quantitative urbanism 
science. Michael Batty [9] proposes a new science of cities based on the notion that to understand place, we must 
understand flows, and to understand flows we must understand places, which introduces some theories including flow 
theory, complex network theory and fractal theory providing basic model and methods for quantitative urban study. 
Furthermore, SFI's Cities, scaling, and sustainability research workshop introduce a new science, termed as 
“quantitative urbanism”, which makes an effort to reduce to mathematical formulas the chaotic, exuberant, extravagant 
nature of one of humanity’s oldest and most important inventions, the city [5]. Their outstanding research involve the 
identification of general scaling patterns in urban infrastructure and dynamics around the world [6], the quantification 
of resource distribution networks in cities and their interplay with the city's socioeconomic fabric [4], issues of 
temporal acceleration and spatial density, and the long-term dynamics of urban systems13141516. Bettencourt 4 
indicates that all cities may evolve according to a small set of basic principles operating locally referring to that most 
urban properties, Y, vary continuously with population size N and are well described mathematically on average by 
power-law scaling relations of the form  ൌ ଴ܻܰఉ , where ଴ and b are constants in N. This super-linear model can 
apply to all urban systems including the average social, spatial, and infrastructural properties of cities and provide 
basis for measures of urban efficiency. Besides, Human Dynamics Lab in MIT 7 proposed a generative process for 
the evolution of social structure in cities which predicts both super-linear scaling of social-tie density and information 
contagion as a function of the population, based on the interplay between geography, population density and societal 
interaction. 
Marshall 17 first put forward െ, as the difference between social interaction outcomes, Y, and infrastructure 
energy dissipation, W, analyzing institutions and industries that benefit from strong mutual interactions may aggregate 
in space and time. Bettencourt applied this equation to cities then proposed another measure of urban efficiency, the 
ratioܻ ܹΤ , conformed to be independent of city size.  
Furthermore, this quantitative expression of urban efficiency has to be made appropriate for use 1) eliminating 
interference like dimensional interference 2) with high sensitivity and 3) in cities at different levels of development. 
Motivated by NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index), which is  
 NIR RNDVI
NIR R
    (1) 
where R and NIR stand for the spectral reflectance measurements acquired in the red and near-infrared regions 
respectively, and measures by Bettencourt4, the ratioܻ ܹΤ  can be rewritten as 
  ൌ ሺܻ െܹሻ ሺܻ ൅ܹሻΤ                        (2) 
which we propose as a measure of urban efficiency . 
As we all know, NDVI has following significant advantages compared with other vegetation indexes: 1) this index 
employs nonlinear stretching to increase the contrast between NIR and R with simplicity; 2) the NDVI itself varies 
between -1 and 1 to avoid the inconvenience resulting from extreme values; 3) this index is capable of broadly 
distinguishing vegetated areas from other surface types. Thus, our quantitative assessments of urban efficiency can be 
a novel index with simplicity, high sensitivity, and capacity to broadly apply in cities at different levels of 
development. 
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2.2. Night Light Urban Efficiency Index (NLUEI) 
Recently, our increasing ability to collect and share data on many aspects of urban life has begun to supply us with 
better clues to the properties of cities. Especially, remote sensing makes large amount of data available with continuous 
spatial and temporal coverage that enables for periodic monitoring of large urban agglomerations at several spatial 
scales 18.Large body of literature within the field of remote sensing discussed on how to extract cities or equivalently 
human settlements from satellite imagery. DMSP-OLS Night time data has been used in population estimation 1920, 
mapping urban areas 21, monitoring forest fires 22, estimating gas flaring volumes 23, spatial characterization of 
electrical power consumption 19, measuring economic activity 23 and other studies. To be specific, DMSP/OLS night-
time imageries can be applied to comprehensively reflect the breadth and intensity of human activity, besides, there 
are significant relationship between the DMSP/OLS data and various urban properties Y in many facets, such as social, 
economic, and spatial systems. Moreover, the DMSP/OLS night-time data follows the heavy-tailed distribution 24, 
which is the statistical basis for the power-law scaling relations proposed by Bettencourt 4.  Moreover, It is important 
to note that the nighttime images represent stable lights emitted from cities or human settlements in general, and the 
unstable lights such as fires and other ephemeral nights have been removed already 25.Thus, night lights index is a 
form of simple but rich evaluation index realizing an organic integration of single statistical index and comprehensive 
index system. 
Based on this speculation, we further propose a straightforward and objective index, termed as the Night Light 
Urban Efficiency Index (NLUEI), where Y and W is denoted by Area (Night Light Data) and Area (Statistical 
Yearbook Data) respectively. In detail, inspired by Bettencourt [13], Area (Night Light Data) refers to network 
volumeܣ௡, which is different from land area, Thus, we get NLUEI as 
Area (Night Light Data) - Area (Statistical Yearbook Data)
urban effciency
Area (Night Light Data) Area (Statistical Yearbook Data)
    (3) 
where Area (Night Light Data) refers to the construction land area obtaining from Night Light Data, and Area 
(Statistical Yearbook Data) records urban built-up area in statistical yearbook.  
In the eastern developed areas, the strong social interaction leads to that the construction land area obtaining from 
Night Light Data is much bigger than urban built-up area recorded in statistical yearbook, and vice versa. Thus, NLUEI 
can be a straightforward and objective index capturing the balance between socioeconomic outputs and infrastructural 
costs scientifically and providing appropriate information and decision-making support for urbanization. 
2.3. Methodology 
Nighttime light data has been widely utilized to derive the urban built-up areas. Four major methods, including 
Empirical Thresholding 26, Sudden Change Detection 21, Statistics-assisted Thresholding 27, and TM-assisted 
Thresholding 28, have been proposed to determine the threshold value for separating the illuminated urban areas from 
the dark background of rural areas. However, these methods all focus on the optimal threshold with the assistance of 
additional data disregarding the mathematical distribution of night-time light data which cannot denote the urban built-
up areas standing for the social interaction accurately. 
To approach the difficult task of derive the urban built-up areas standing for the social interaction accurately, we 
utilize head/tail breaks proposed by Jiang 24 to obtain the natural cites 29, which refers to human settlements or human 
activities in general on Earth’s surface that are objectively or naturally defined and delineated from massive 
geographic information of various kinds and based on the head/tail division rule. 
For a nighttime image of the world or a large country, there are certainly far more dark/gray pixels than light ones, 
which follows the heavy-tailed distribution. The heavy-tailed distribution is a universal pattern 30, which has been 
observed in many social and natural phenomena. For example, there are far more low-frequency words in a text than 
words of higher frequency 31. Furthermore, this distribution is also believed to exist for most geographic features 32. 
This distribution is often characterized by the well-known Pareto principle (the 80–20 principle), which also provides 
a classication method for the data following the distribution. As for data with the heavy-tailed distribution, Jiang 24 
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proposes a new classication scheme called head/tail breaks, which is applicable to data with a heavy-tailed distribution. 
In this scheme, the threshold of classication is naturally determined; the heavy-tailed data are divided into a head part 
(the minority) and a tail part (the majority) by the average of the data values. The head part is composed of the data 
with values that are larger than the average, whereas the tail part is composed of the rest of the data 32. 
Thus, we employ the head/tail breaks in nighttime images to derive Area (Night Light Data) and the light pixels 
(lighter than the average) constitute individual natural cities, which is Area (Night Light Data). It is important to note 
that the nighttime images represent stable lights emitted from cities or human settlements in general, and the unstable 
lights such as fires and other ephemeral nights have been removed already 33. 
3. Data and Data Processing 
The Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership or Suomi NPP, is an environment observation satellite operated by 
the United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Suomi was launched in 2011 carrying the Visible 
Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) and other instruments. Among them, VIIRS is a 22-band radiometer to 
collect infrared and visible light data to observe weather, climate, oceans, nightlight, wildfires, movement of ice, and 
changes in vegetation and landforms 34. 
Recently, the DMSP-OLS nighttime lights represent one of the most widely recognized global satellite data 
products and have proven valuable in a wide range of scientific applications. Similar to DMSP-OLS, SNPP VIIRS 
also has low light imaging capabilities suitable for collecting nighttime lights data. But the VIIRS offers a substantial 
number of improvements over the OLS in terms of spatial resolution, dynamic range, quantization, calibrations and 
the availability of spectral bands suitable for discrimination of thermal sources of light emissions. Especially, the 
footprint of the VIIRS low light imaging data is 45 times smaller than the DMSP footprint. Moreover, the lower 
detection limits achieved by the VIIRS enables the detection of dimmer lighting.  
The nighttime imagery data were obtained from the Earth Observation Group (EOG) of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration’s National Geophysical Data Center (NOAA) 
(http://ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_monthly.html). We utilize Suomi-NPP night-time light data and statistical 
yearbook data in China in January 2012 excluding Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macao to and the results were compared with 
the social-tie density model from MIT [7] and the “urban competitiveness blue book” published by CASS (Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences)[8]. 
4. Results and Discussion 
We apply the NLUEI to 282 prefectural-level cities at different levels of development in China in 2012 and the top 
and bottom 20 NLUEI cities at prefectural-level was shown in Table 1 (in Appendix A). It can be easily observed that 
NLUEL varies significantly in different cities in China, and southeast coastal cities generally obtain high level while 
the northwest inland city is relatively low. Especially, as for four first-tier cities in China, descending order is 
Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Shanghai and Beijing, which suggest that NLUEL may not follow the positive correlation with 
GDP. In other words, NLUEL is a totally different index from GDP, which captures the balance between 
socioeconomic outputs and infrastructural costs scientifically and providing more information for urbanization. 
Furthermore, we make statistical analysis of the NLUEL results at deputy provincial level and provincial level and 
statistical results were shown in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2. NLUEI of cities at deputy provincial level. 
Rank City NLUEI Level   Rank City NLUEI Level 
1 Shenzhen 0.733498Sub-provincial city  11 Hangzhou 0.344916 Sub-provincial city 
2 Guangzhou0.711337Sub-provincial city  12 Xi’an 0.337045 Sub-provincial city 
3 Shanghai 0.628335 Municipality  13 Nanjing 0.242911 Sub-provincial city 
4 Qingdao 0.528107Sub-provincial city  14 Beijing 0.13667 Municipality 
5 Ningbo 0.452576Sub-provincial city  15 Shenyang 0.128386 Sub-provincial city 
6 Chengdu 0.409996Sub-provincial city  16 Jinan 0.111414 Sub-provincial city 
7 Wuhan 0.40874 Sub-provincial city  17 Chongqing 0.065703 Municipality 
8 Tianjin 0.400472 Municipality  18 Changchun 0.021338 Sub-provincial city 
9 Xiamen 0.3696 Sub-provincial city  19 Ha’erbin 0.000983 Sub-provincial city 
10 Dalian 0.352572Sub-provincial city      
 
As shown in Table 2, Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Shanghai are top 3 cities among all 19 cities at deputy provincial 
level, which affirm booming economic development in this three cities. However, Beijing only ranks 14th which 
suggest that there is the necessity for a sustainability transition toward efficient, inclusive, and sustainable 
urbanization. Especially, Ha’erbin obtain lowest NLUEI among all 19 cities, which plays a role as the traditional 
heavy industry base in China for a long period. Thus, these results can verify that (1) NLUEI is a straightforward and 
objective index for evaluating the urban efficiency and (2) NLUEI works well in China and has great potential in 
urban management. 
Furthermore, we can summarize the characteristics of top and bottom 10 NLUEI cities at prefectural-level from 
the perspective of belonging province. As indicated in Table 3, NLUEL may not follow the positive correlation with 
GDP but has closed relationship with economic growth mode. In top 10 NLUEI cities at prefectural-level, Guangdong 
takes up half of 10 cities, while Heilongjiang is the bottom NLUEI province. This phenomenon not only demonstrates 
dissimilarity of urban efficiency in southeastern China and northeastern China, but calls for focus on transforming 
economic growth pattern and restructuring economy. 
 
Table 3. Top and bottom 10 NLUEI cities at prefectural-level. 
Top 10  Bottom 10 
Rank City NLUEI Province  Rank City NLUEI Province 
1 Zhongshan 0.969013Guangdong  220 Dandong -0.60843 Liaoning 
2 Jiangmen 0.95664Guangdong  221 Shuangyashan-0.63788 Heilongjiang 
3 Huizhou 0.951127Guangdong  222 Jixi -0.66397 Heilongjiang 
4 Foshan 0.943933Guangdong  223 Chengde -0.73113 Hebei 
5 Wuxi 0.913943 Jiangsu  224 Beihai -0.76864 Guangxi 
6 Suzhou 0.87206 Jiangsu  225 Maoming -0.83651 Guangdong 
7 Jiaxing 0.826853 Zhejiang  226 Nanping -0.85765 Fujian 
8 Dezhou 0.818182 Shandong  227 Yichun -0.88297 Heilongjiang 
9 Xianyang 0.816191 Shanxi  228 Yan’an -1 Sichuan 
10 Dongguan 0.764789Guangdong  229 Yunfu -1 Guangdong 
 
Moreover, the results were compared with the social-tie density model from MIT [7] and the “urban 
competitiveness blue book” published by CASS (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)[8]. Results showed that 60.5% 
of these cities obtained the same result via NLUEI and social-tie density model from MIT. Compared to “urban 
competitiveness blue book” published by CASS (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences), seven cities including 
Shenzhen, Dongguan, Shanghai, Foshan, Guangzhou, Wuxi, Suzhou, in top ten cities published by CASS also 
emerged in top ten cities according to NLUEI, and other three cities including Dongying, Kelamayi and Daqing, were 
all energy cities with low NLUEI. Therefore, it can be demonstrated that (1) NLUEI is a straightforward and objective 
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index for evaluating the urban efficiency and (2) NLUEI works well in China and has great potential in urban 
management. 
5. Conclusion 
China has the fastest economic growth, and is also the fastest urbanizing area in the world. City is a complex 
system, and there are many types of interactions in the city. Social interaction creates socioeconomic output (such as 
GDP), but also brings infrastructural costs. Explore the law of urban development, quantitative expression of urban 
efficiency, and provide theoretical basis and decision-making support for urbanization is the focus of urban studies. 
Inspired by NDVI, a straightforward and objective index, termed as the Night Light Urban Efficiency Index (NLUEI), 
was proposed making use of mainly Suomi-NPP night-time light data and statistical yearbook data, moreover, 
conformation of this index was observed of 282 cities at different levels of development in China in 2012 and the 
results were compared with the social-tie density model from MIT [7] and the “urban competitiveness blue book” 
published by CASS (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)[8], from which it is concluded that (1) NLUEI is a 
straightforward and objective index for evaluating the urban efficiency and (2) NLUEI works well in China and has 
great potential in urban management.  
The quantitative understanding of urban efficiency is an important piece of the puzzle toward navigating 
successfully a transition to sustainability. The development of the Quantitative Urbanism and our increasing ability to 
collect and share data on many aspects of urban life have begun to supply us with better clues to the properties of 
cities. Our future will search for scientifically mathematical expression with better use of big data as theoretical basis 
and decision-making support for sustainable urbanization. 
Appendix A. Top and Bottom 20 NLUEI Cities at Prefectural-Level 
Table 1. Top and bottom 20 NLUEI cities at prefectural-level. 
Top 25  Bottom 25 
Rank City NLUEI  Rank City NLUEI 
1 Zhongshan 0.969013  229 Fuxin -0.33333
2 Jiangmen 0.95664  230 Benxi -0.35238
3 Huizhou 0.951127  231 Luzhou -0.36004
4 Foshan 0.943933  232 Zhoushan -0.3715
5 Wuxi 0.913943  233 Bijie -0.37931
6 Suzhou 0.87206  234 Leshan -0.44783
7 Jiaxing 0.826853  235 Tongchuan -0.48372
8 Dezhou 0.818182  236 Tongren -0.5
9 Xianyang 0.816191  237 Ankang -0.52632
10 Dongguan 0.764789  238 Shaoguan -0.59308
11 Chaozhou 0.758152  239 Dandong -0.60843
12 Yulin 0.75  240 Shuangyashan -0.63788
13 Shenzhen 0.733498  241 Jixi -0.66397
14 Taizhou 0.731343  242 Chengde -0.73113
15 Guangzhou 0.711337  243 Beihai -0.76864
16 Changzhou 0.706613  244 Maoming -0.83651
17 Quanzhou 0.694915  245 Nanping -0.85765
18 Ma’anshan 0.666667  246 Yichun -0.88297
19 Yangzhou 0.659091  247 Yan’an -1
20 Wuzhong 0.656257  248 Yunfu -1
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